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Affective Labor

Michael Hardt
Focus on the productionof affects in our labor and our social practices has often served as a useful ground for anticapitalistprojects, in the
context of discourses, forinstance, on desire or on use-value. Affectivelabor
is itself and directly the constitution of communities and collective subjectivities. The productivecircuitof affect and value has thus seemed in many
respects as an autonomous circuitforthe constitutions of subjectivity,alternative to the processes of capitalist valorization. Theoretical frameworks
that have broughttogether Marxand Freudhave conceived of affective labor
using terms such as desiring production, and, more significantly,numerous feminist investigations analyzing the potentials within what has been
designated traditionallyas women's work have grasped affective laborwith
terms such as kin workand caring labor. Each of these analyses reveals the
processes whereby our laboringpractices produce collective subjectivities,
produce sociality, and ultimatelyproduce society itself.
Such a consideration of affective labor today, however-and this is
the primarypoint of this essay-ought to be situated in the context of the
changing role of affective labor in the capitalist economy. In other words,
boundary2 26:2, 1999. Copyright? 1999 by Duke UniversityPress.
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although affective labor has never been entirely outside of capitalist production, the processes of economic postmodernization that have been in
course for the past twenty-five years have positioned affective labor in a
role that is not only directly productive of capital but at the very pinnacle
of the hierarchyof laboringforms. Affective labor is one face of what I will
call "immateriallabor,"which has assumed a dominant position with respect to the other forms of labor in the global capitalist economy. Saying
that capital has incorporatedand exalted affective labor and that affective
labor is one of the highest value-producing forms of labor from the point
of view of capital does not mean that, thus contaminated, it is no longer
of use to anticapitalistprojects. On the contrary,given the role of affective
labor as one of the strongest links in the chain of capitalist postmodernization, its potential for subversion and autonomous constitution is all the
greater. Withinthis context, we can recognize the biopoliticalpotential of
labor, using biopower here in a sense that both adopts and inverts Michel
Foucault's usage of the term. I want to proceed, then, in three steps: first,
situating immateriallaborwithinthe contemporaryphase of capitalist postmodernization;second, situating affective labor with respect to the other
forms of immaterial labor; and finally,exploring the potential of affective
labor in terms of biopower.

Postmodernization
It has now become common to view the succession of economic
paradigms in the dominant capitalist countries since the Middle Ages in
three distinct moments, each defined by a privilegedsector of the economy:
a first paradigm, in which agricultureand the extraction of raw materials
dominated the economy; a second, in which industryand the manufacture
of durablegoods occupied the privilegedposition;and the currentparadigm,
in which providingservices and manipulatinginformationare at the heart of
economic production.The dominant position has thus passed fromprimary
to secondary to tertiary production. Economic modernization named the
passage fromthe firstparadigmto the second, fromthe dominance of agriculture to that of industry.Modernizationmeant industrialization.We might
call the passage from the second paradigm to the third,from the domination of industryto that of services and information,a process of economic
postmodernization, or rather,informatization.
The processes of modernization and industrializationtransformed
and redefined all the elements of the social plane. When agriculturewas
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modernized as industry,the farm progressively became a factory, with all
of the factory's discipline, technology, wage relations, and so forth. More
generally, society itself was gradually industrialized even to the point of
transforminghuman relations and human nature. Society became a factory. Inthe early twentieth century, Robert Musilreflected beautifullyon the
transformationof humanityin the passage fromthe agriculturalworldto the
social factory:"Therewas a time when people grew naturallyinto the conditions they foundwaitingforthem and that was a very sound way of becoming
oneself. But nowadays, with all this shaking up of things, when everything
is becoming detached from the soil it grew in, even where the production
of soul is concerned one really ought, as it were, to replace the traditional
handicrafts by the sort of intelligence that goes with the machine and the
factory."1Humanityand its soul are produced in the very processes of economic production. The processes of becoming human and the nature of
the human itself were fundamentallytransformed in the qualitativeshift of
modernization.
In our times, however, modernization has come to an end. In other
words, industrialproductionis no longer expanding its dominance over other
economic forms and social phenomena. A symptom of this shift is manifest
in terms of quantitativechanges in employment. Whereas the processes of
modernization were indicated by a migrationof labor from agricultureand
mining (the primarysector) to industry (the secondary), the processes of
postmodernizationor informatizationare recognized throughthe migration
from industryto service jobs (the tertiary),a shift that has taken place in the
dominantcapitalistcountries, and particularlyinthe UnitedStates, since the
early 1970s.2 The term service here covers a large range of activities from
health care, education, and finance, to transportation,entertainment, and
advertising. The jobs, for the most part, are highly mobile and involve flexible skills. More importantly,they are characterized in general by the central
role played by knowledge, information,communication, and affect. In this
sense, we can call the postindustrialeconomy an informationaleconomy.
The claim that the process of modernization is over and that the
global economy is today undergoinga process of postmodernizationtoward
an informationaleconomy does not mean that industrial production will
1. RobertMusil,The ManwithoutQualities,vol. 2, trans.Sophie Wilkins(New York:Vintage, 1996), 367.
2. On the employmentshifts in the dominantcountries,see ManuelCastells and Yuko
Aoyama,"Pathstowardsthe Informational
Society: EmploymentStructurein G-7 CounLabourReview133, no. 1 (1994):5-33.
tries, 1920-90,"International
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be done away with or that it will cease to play an important role, even
in the most dominant regions of the globe. Just as the industrial revolution transformed agricultureand made it more productive, so too the informational revolutionwill transform industry, redefining and rejuvenating
manufacturingprocesses -through the integration,for example, of information networks within industrialprocesses. The new managerial imperative
operative here is "treatmanufacturingas a service."3 Ineffect, as industries
are transformed, the division between manufacturingand services is becoming blurred.Just as throughthe process of modernizationall production
became industrialized,so too through the process of postmodernization
all productiontends toward the production of services, toward becoming
informationalized.
The fact that informatizationand the shift toward services is most
recognizable in the dominantcapitalist countries should not lead us back to
an understanding of the contemporary global economic situation in terms
of stages of development-as if today the dominant countries were informational service economies, their first subordinates industrialeconomies,
and those further subordinated agricultural.For the subordinated countries, the collapse of modernization means first of all that industrialization
can no longer be seen as the key to economic advancement and competition. Some of the most subordinated regions, such as sub-Saharan
Africa, have been effectively excluded from capital flows and new technologies, from even the illusion of development strategies, and they thus
find themselves on the verge of starvation (but we should recognize how
postmodernizationhas imposed this exclusion and nonetheless dominates
these regions). Competitionforthe middle-levelpositions in the global hierarchy is conducted in large part not through the industrializationbut the
informatizationof production.Large countries with varied economies, such
as India, Brazil, and Russia, can support simultaneously all varieties of
productive processes: information-based production of services, modern
industrialproductionof goods, and traditionalhandicraft,agricultural,and
miningproduction.There does not need to be an orderlyhistoricalprogression among these forms, but ratherthey mix and coexist; it is not necessary
to pass through modernization before informatization--traditionalhandicraft productioncan be immediatelycomputerized; cellular phones can be
in
of Manufacturing,"
and the Transformation
Infrastructure
3. FrangoisBar,"Information
Drake
William
ed.
for
Infrastructure:
(New
The New Information
Strategies U.S. Policy,
FundPress, 1995), 56.
York:Twentieth-Century
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put to use immediatelyin isolated fishing villages. Allof the forms of production exist withinthe networks of the world marketand under the domination
of the informationalproductionof services.

ImmaterialLabor
The passage towardan informationaleconomy involves necessarily
a change in the qualityof labor and the nature of laboring processes. This
is the most immediate sociological and anthropological implicationof the
passage of economic paradigms. Information,communication, knowledge,
and affect come to play a foundationalrole in the productionprocess.
A first aspect of this transformationis recognized by many in terms
of the change in factory labor-using the auto industryas a central point
of reference-from the Fordist model to the Toyotist model.4 The primary
structuralchange between these models involves the system of communication between the productionand consumption of commodities, that is,
the passage of informationbetween the factory and the market. The Fordist model constructed a relatively"mute"relationship between production
and consumption. The mass productionof standardized commodities in the
Fordist era could count on an adequate demand and thus had little need
to "listen"closely to the market. A feedback circuit from consumption to
productiondid allow changes in the market to spur changes in production,
but this communicationwas restricted (due to fixed and compartmentalized
channels of planning)and slow (due to the rigidityof the technologies and
procedures of mass production).
Toyotism is based on an inversion of the Fordist structure of communicationbetween productionand consumption. Ideally,according to this
model, the productionplanning will communicate with markets constantly
and immediately.Factories willmaintainzero stock and commodities willbe
produced just in time, according to the present demand of the existing markets. This model thus involves not simply a more rapidfeedback loop but
an inversion of the relationshipbecause, at least in theory, the productive
decision actually comes after and in reaction to the market decision. This
industrialcontext provides a first sense in which communicationand information have come to play a newly central role in production.One mightsay
4. On the comparisonbetween the Fordistand Toyotistmodels, see BenjaminCoriat,
Penser I'envers:Travailet organisationdans I'entreprisejaponaise (Paris:Christian
a
Bourgois,1994).
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that instrumentalaction and communicativeaction have become intimately
interwovenin informationalizedindustrialprocesses. (Itwould be interesting
and useful to consider here how these processes disrupt Jirgen Habermas's division between instrumentaland communicative action, just as, in
another sense, they do Hannah Arendt's distinctions among labor, work,
and action.)5 One should quicklyadd, however, that this is an impoverished
notion of communication,the mere transmission of marketdata.
The service sectors of the economy present a richer model of productive communication. Most services indeed are based on the continual
exchange of informationand knowledges. Since the productionof services
results in no materialand durable good, we might define the labor involved
in this productionas immateriallabor-that is, labor that produces an immaterialgood, such as a service, knowledge, or communication.6One face
of immaterial labor can be recognized in analogy to the functioning of a
computer. The increasingly extensive use of computers has tended progressively to redefine laboring practices and relations (along with, indeed,
all social practices and relations). Familiarityand facilitywithcomputer technology is becoming an increasingly general primaryqualificationfor work
in the dominant countries. Even when direct contact with computers is not
involved, the manipulationof symbols and informationalong the model of
computer operation is extremely widespread. One novel aspect of the computer is that it can continually modify its own operation through its use.
Even the most rudimentaryforms of artificialintelligence allow the computer to expand and perfect its operation based on interactionwith its user
and its environment.The same kindof continual interactivitycharacterizes
a wide range of contemporary productive activities throughout the economy, whether computer hardware is directly involved or not. In an earlier
era, workers learned how to act like machines both inside and outside the
factory. Today, as general social knowledge becomes ever more a direct
5. I am thinkingprimarilyof Jurgen Habermas, The Theoryof CommunicativeAction,
trans.Thomas McCarthy(Boston:Beacon, 1984);and HannahArendt,TheHumanCondition(Chicago:Universityof Chicago Press, 1958). Foran excellent critiqueof Habermas's divisionbetween communicativeand instrumentalaction in the context of ecosee ChristianMarazzi,IIposto dei calzini:La svolta linguistica
nomicpostmodernization,
dell'economiae i suoi effettinella politica(Bellinzona,Switzerland:Casagrande,1995),
29-34.
6. Fora definitionand analysis of immateriallabor,see MaurizioLazzarato,"Immaterial
in RadicalThoughtin Italy:A PotentialPolitics,ed. PaoloVirnoand MichaelHardt
Labor,"
(Minneapolis:Universityof MinnesotaPress, 1996), 133-47.
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we increasinglythinklikecomputers,andthe interactive
forceof production,
of
model communication
technologiesbecomes moreand morecentralto
ourlaboringactivities.7Interactive
and cyberneticmachinesbecomea new
prosthesisintegratedintoour bodies and mindsand a lens throughwhich
to redefineourbodiesand mindsthemselves.8
RobertReichcalls thistype of immateriallabor"symbolic-analytical
and
problem-identifying,
services"--tasks that involve"problem-solving,
strategicbrokeringactivities."9This type of laborclaimsthe highestvalue
andthus Reichidentifiesitas the keyto competitioninthe newglobaleconomy.He recognizes,however,that the growthof these knowledge-based
jobs of creativesymbolmanipulation
impliesa corresponding
growthof lowvalueand low-skilljobs of routinesymbolmanipulation,
such as data entry
and wordprocessing.Here begins to emerge a fundamentaldivisionof
laborwithinthe realmof immaterial
processes.
The modelof the computer,however,can accountforonlyone face
of the communicational
and immateriallaborinvolvedin the productionof
services. The otherface of immateriallaboris the affectivelaborof human
contactand interaction.This is the aspect of immateriallaborthateconomistssuch as Reichare less likelyto talkaboutbutthatseems to me the
moreimportantaspect, the bindingelement.Healthservices, forexample,
relycentrallyon caringand affectivelabor,and the entertainmentindustry
and the variouscultureindustriesare likewisefocusedon the creationand
of affects.Toone degree or another,this affectivelaborplays
manipulation
7. Peter Druckerunderstandsthe passage towardimmaterialproductionas the complete
destructionof the traditionalcategories of politicaleconomy. "Thebasic economic resource-'the means of production,'
to use the economist'sterm-is no longercapital,nor
naturalresources (the economist's'land'),nor 'labor.'Itis and willbe knowledge"(Peter
Drucker,Post-CapitalistSociety [New York:HarperBusiness,1993], 8). What Drucker
does not understandis that knowledgeis not given butproducedand that its production
involvesnew kindsof means of productionand labor.
8. Marxuses the term general intellectto referto this paradigmof productivesocial activity:"Thedevelopmentof fixedcapitalindicatesto what degree social knowledgehas
become a directforce of production,and to what degree, hence, the conditionsof the
process of social lifeitselfhave come underthe controlof the general intellectand been
transformedin accordance withit. To what degree the powers of social productionhave
been produced,not only in the formof knowledge,butalso as immediateorgans of social
practice,of the real life process"(KarlMarx,Grundrisse:Foundationsof the Critiqueof
PoliticalEconomy,trans. MartinNicolaus[NewYork:Vintage,1973],706).
9. RobertReich, The Workof Nations:PreparingOurselvesfor21st-CenturyCapitalism
(New York:Knopf,1991),177.
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a certain role throughout the service industries, from fast-food servers to
providers of financial services, embedded in the moments of human interaction and communication. This labor is immaterial,even if it is corporeal
and affective, in the sense that its products are intangible:a feeling of ease,
well-being, satisfaction, excitement, passion-even a sense of connectedness or community.Categories such as "in-person"services or services of
proximityare often used to identifythis kind of labor, but what is essential
to it, its in-person aspect, is reallythe creation and manipulationof affects.
Such affective production, exchange, and communication is generally associated with human contact, with the actual presence of another, but that
contact can be either actual or virtual. In the production of affects in the
entertainment industry,for example, the human contact, the presence of
others, is principallyvirtual,but not for that reason any less real.
This second face of immateriallabor, its affective face, extends bethe
model of intelligence and communicationdefined by the computer.
yond
Affective labor is better understood by beginning from what feminist analyses of "women'swork"have called "laborin the bodily mode."10Caring labor
is certainly entirely immersed in the corporeal, the somatic, but the affects
it produces are nonetheless immaterial.What affective labor produces are
social networks, forms of community,biopower.
Here one might recognize once again that the instrumentalaction of
economic productionhas merged with the communicative action of human
relations. Inthis case, however, communicationhas not been impoverished
but ratherproductionhas been enriched to the level of complexityof human
interaction.Whereas in a first moment, in the computerizationof industry,
for example, one might say that communicative action, human relations,
and culture have been instrumentalized,reified,and "degraded"to the level
of economic interactions, one should add quicklythat through a reciprocal
process, in this second moment, production has become communicative,
affective, de-instrumentalized, and "elevated"to the level of human relations-but, of course, a level of human relations entirely dominated by and
internalto capital. (Here the division between economy and culture begins
to break down.) Inthe productionand reproductionof affects, in those networks of culture and communication,collective subjectivities are produced
and sociality is produced-even if those subjectivities and that sociality are
10. See DorothySmith, TheEverydayWorldAs Problematic:A FeministSociology(Boston: NortheasternUniversityPress, 1987),78-88.
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directly exploitable by capital. This is where we can realize the enormous
potential in affective labor.
I do not mean to argue that affective laboritself is new or that the fact
that affective laborproduces value in some sense is new. Feministanalyses
in particularhave long recognized the social value of caring labor,kinwork,
nurturing,and maternal activities. What are new, on the other hand, are
the extent to which this affective immateriallabor is now directly productive of capital and the extent to which it has become generalized through
wide sectors of the economy. Ineffect, as a component of immateriallabor,
affective labor has achieved a dominant position of the highest value in
the contemporary informationaleconomy. Where the productionof soul is
concerned, as Musil might say, we should no longer look to the soil and
organic development, nor to the factory and mechanical development, but
ratherto today's dominanteconomic forms, that is, to productiondefined by
a combination of cybernetics and affect.
This immateriallabor is not isolated to a certain populationof workers, say computer programmersand nurses, who would form a new potential laboraristocracy.Rather,immateriallaborin its various guises (informational, affective, communicative, and cultural)tends toward being spread
throughoutthe entire workforceand throughoutall laboringtasks as a component, larger or smaller, of all laboring processes. That said, however,
there are certainlynumerous divisions withinthe realmof immateriallaborinternationaldivisions of immateriallabor,gender divisions, racialdivisions,
and so forth. As Reich says, the U.S. government will strive as much as
possible to keep the highest-value immateriallaborin the UnitedStates and
export the low-valuetasks to other regions. Itis a very importanttask to clarify these divisions of immateriallabor,which, I should point out, are not the
divisions of labor we are used to, particularlywith regard to affective labor.
Inshort, we can distinguishthree types of immateriallaborthat drive
the service sector at the top of the informationaleconomy. The first is involved in an industrialproductionthat has been informationalizedand has
incorporatedcommunication technologies in a way that transformsthe industrial productionprocess itself. Manufacturingis regarded as a service,
and the material labor of the productionof durable goods mixes with and
tends towardimmateriallabor.The second is the immateriallaborof analytical and symbolic tasks, which itself breaks down into creative and intelligent
manipulation,on one hand, and routinesymbolic tasks, on the other. Finally,
a thirdtype of immateriallabor involves the productionand manipulationof
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affects and requires (virtualor actual) human contact and proximity.These
are the three types of laborthat drivethe postmodernizationor informationalization of the global economy.

Biopower
By biopower, I understand the potential of affective labor. Biopower
is the power of the creation of life; it is the productionof collective subjectivities, sociality, and society itself. The focus on affects and the networks
of the productionof affects reveals these processes of social constitution.
What is created in the networks of affective labor is a form-of-life.
When Foucault discusses biopower, he sees it only from above. It
is patria potestas, the rightof the father over the life and death of his children and servants. More important,biopower is the power of the emerging
forces of governmentalityto create, manage, and control populations-the
Other more recent studies have extended Foucault's
power to manage life."1
notion, casting biopower as the rule of the sovereign over "naked life,"life
distinct from its various social forms.12In each case, what is at stake in
power is life itself. This politicalpassage towardthe contemporary phase of
biopower corresponds to the economic passage of capitalist postmodernization in which immateriallabor has been cast in the dominant position.
Here, too, in the creation of value and the production of capital, what is
central is the productionof life,that is, the creation, management, and controlof populations.This Foucauldianview of biopower,however, only poses
the situation from above, as the prerogative of a sovereign power. When
we look at the situation from the perspective of the labor involved in biopoliticalproduction,on the other hand, we can begin to recognize biopower
from below.
The firstfact we see when we adopt this perspective is that the labor
of biopoliticalproductionis strongly configured as gendered labor. Indeed,
various streams of feminist theory have already provided extensive analyses of the production of biopower from below. A current of ecofeminism,
for example, employs the term biopolitics (in a way that might seem at
first sight quite differentfrom that of Foucault)to refer to the politics of the
11.See primarilyMichelFoucault,The Historyof Sexuality,vol. 1, trans. RobertHurley
(New York:Vintage,1978), 135-45.
12. See GiorgioAgamben,Homo Sacer (Turin,Italy:Einaudi,1995);and "Form-of-Life,"
trans.Cesare Casarino,in Virnoand Hardt,eds., RadicalThoughtin Italy,151-56.
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various forms of biotechnology that are imposed by transnationalcorporations on populations and environments, primarilyin subordinated regions
of the world.13The Green Revolutionand other technological programsthat
have been cast as means of capitalisteconomic development actually have
brought with them both devastation for the natural environment and new
mechanisms for the subordinationof women. These two effects, however,
are really one. It is primarilythe traditionalrole of women, these authors
point out, to fulfillthe tasks of reproductionthat have been most severely
affected by the ecological and biological interventions. Fromthis perspective, then, women and nature are dominated together, but they also work
together in a cooperative relationship, against the assault of biopolitical
technologies, to produce and reproduce life. Staying alive: Politics has become a matterof lifeitself, and the struggle has taken the formof a biopower
from above against a biopowerfrom below.
In a very differentcontext, numerous feminist authors in the United
States have analyzed the primaryrole of women's labor in the production
and reproductionof life. In particular,the caring labor involved in maternal
work (distinguishingmaternalwork fromthe biologicallyspecific aspects of
birthinglabor) has proven to be an extremely richterrainfor the analysis of
biopoliticalproduction.14
Biopoliticalproductionhere consists primarilyin the
labor involvedin the creation of life-not the activities of procreationbut the
creation of life precisely in the productionand reproductionof affects. Here
we can recognize clearly how the distinction between productionand reproductionbreaks down, as does that between economy and culture. Labor
works directlyon the affects; it produces subjectivity,it produces society, it
produces life. Affective labor, in this sense, is ontological-it reveals living
labor constituting a form of life and thus demonstrates again the potential
of biopoliticalproduction.15
We should add immediately,however, that we cannot simply affirm
either of these perspectives in an unqualifiedway without recognizing the
enormous dangers they pose. In the first case, the identificationof women
13. See VandanaShiva and IngunnMoser,eds., Biopolitics:A Feministand Ecological
Reader(London:Zed, 1995);and, moregenerally,VandanaShiva, StayingAlive:Women,
Ecology,and Survivalin India(London:Zed, 1988).
14. See Sara Ruddick,MaternalThinking:Towarda Politicsof Peace (New York:Ballantine, 1989).
15. On the ontologicallyconstitutivecapacitiesof labor,specificallyin the contextof feminist theory,see KathiWeeks, ConstitutingFeministSubjects (Ithaca,N.Y: CornellUniversityPress, 1998), 120-51.
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and nature risks naturalizingand absolutizing sexual difference, in addition
to posing a spontaneous definitionof nature itself. In the second case, the
celebration of maternal work could easily serve to reinforce both the gendered division of labor and the familialstructures of oedipal subjection and
subjectification.Even in these feministanalyses of maternallabor,it is clear
how difficultitcan be at times to dislodge the potentialof affective laborfrom
both the patriarchalconstructions of reproductionand the subjective black
hole of the family.These dangers, however--important though they might
be-do not negate the importance of recognizing the potential of labor as
biopower, a biopower from below.
This biopoliticalcontext is precisely the ground for an investigation
of the productive relationshipbetween affect and value. What we find here
is not so much the resistance of what might be called "affectivelynecessary
labor"16but ratherthe potential of necessary affective labor.On one hand,
affective labor, the productionand reproductionof life, has become firmly
embedded as a necessary foundationfor capitalist accumulation and patriarchal order. On the other hand, however, the productionof affects, subjectivities, and forms of life present an enormous potential for autonomous
circuits of valorization,and perhaps for liberation.

16. See GayatriChakravorty
Spivak,"ScatteredSpeculationson the Questionof Value,"
in In OtherWorlds:Essays in CulturalPolitics(New York:Routledge,1988), 154-75.
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